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The poet bursts the bonds of what he touches.
He does not teach the end of bonds.
—René Char, “The Consequences”1
1 .
Beginnings are poetic. They are haunted by an ineluctable duplicity
that is heard already in the Greek word m l ÷ e p f t. On the one hand,
m l ÷ e p f t names the sort of making associated with fabrication; on the
other, it names the creative capacity to imitate action in a way that
brings delight and discloses truth.2 This duplicity of ml÷epft haunts the
story Reiner Schürmann tells of the beginning of metaphysics in his
book Heidegger on Being and Acting: From Principles to Anarchy.3
Metaphysics is said to begin with a decisive determination of the very
meaning of beginning. Indeed, it is said to begin with a certain m l ÷ e p f t,
a fabrication that systematically undermines the other sense of m l ÷ e p f t
that speaks of possible things and opens a space for the happening of
t r u t h .4 For Schürmann, Aristotle was the poet of the beginning of meta-
physics, because he was the first to bring together the two senses of the
Greek word ä o u ©, “inception” and “domination,” consolidating them
into a single concept of the principle in which incipience gives way to
domination as the univocal law that governs thinking and acting (HBA
9 7 ) .
Ironically, a certain repetition of this consolidation of the origin, of
the reduction of the poetic duplicity of beginning to the univocal law of
domination, is heard in Schürmann’s own account of the origin of meta-
physics. For Schürmann, metaphysics “designates that disposition
where action requires a principle to which words, things, and deeds can
be related” (HBA 5–6). To identify an expression that captures this
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schema of reference to a single principle of domination, Schürmann
appeals to the Aristotelian locution of pros hen equivocation in which a
diversity of phenomena enter into community with one another by
pointing “toward one” (moÌt £k) principle, or ä o u © (Aristotle, M e t. IV.2,
1003b5). Although, as will be heard, Aristotle’s own account of pros hen
equivocation cannot be reduced to the hegemonic operation of the one
upon the many, the logic that drives the story Schürmann tells about
the origin of metaphysics forces him, not quite to deny, but certainly to
underemphasize the degree to which in Aristotle the pros hen relation
affirms difference. Schürmann’s story of the origin of metaphysics as an
epoch of hegemonic principles is itself a fabrication operating according
to a logic of domination that elides those dimensions of the beginning
dissonant with the narrative.
Thus, to begin with Schürmann is to be exposed to the poetic duplic-
ity of beginning in a poignant way; for his is a singular thinking intent
upon exposing the violence each new beginning perpetrates upon the
singular itself. To begin with Schürmann, then, is to be caught already
in a double bind in which the very attempt to do justice to the singular-
ity of his thinking requires the deployment of words that obliterate the
singular by forcing it into an economy of concepts that renders it partic-
ular. Yet justice requires that we resist the temptation to do with
Schürmann what he does with Aristotle; for the singularity of
Aristotle’s thinking is rendered particular the moment Schürmann
identifies him as the father of metaphysics. Every attempt to do justice
to singularity is caught up in the poetic duplicity of beginning—the
need to speak and act together and the violence endemic to such speak-
ing and acting. This is the duplicity that Schürmann himself identifies
as the condition under which life stretches itself out between natality
and mortality. 
Drawing explicitly on one aspect of Hannah Arendt’s discussion of
natality in The Human Condition, Schürmann insists that the trait of
natality not only “carries us toward new beginnings,”5 but, more deci-
sively, natality gives birth to principles that crush the singular.6
Natality names the thetic thrust at work in every act of institutional
founding. But what gives this life-affirming condition tragic poignancy
for Schürmann is the manner in which its activity denies mortality. If
“mortality familiarizes us with our singularization to come,” natality
wins a life for itself by forcing the singular into concepts that render it
particular (BH 19). For Schürmann, then, natality is associated with
life, the common, and the violence of language, whereas mortality is
bound up with death, the singular, and a certain silence.
However, to posit natality as the exclusive trait under which the sin-
gular dissolves into particularity, and to set it over against the trait of
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mortality as that which singularizes, is to remain caught in a meta-
physical logic of dichotomy that Schürmann himself does so much to
call into question. Unless these traits themselves are integrated, woven
into “the entire tragedy and comedy of life,” the distinction is destined
to remain one more in a long line of metaphysical fantasms. The singu-
larizing dimension of natality must be heard to stretch out into the uni-
versalizing function of mortality. Natality opens us to the singular as
the source of new possibilities even as mortality presses in upon life
indiscriminately. If the tragic names the mode in which the bonds of
mortality singularize, perhaps the comic names the mode in which
natality playfully bursts the totalizing bonds of mortality, not by
“teaching the end of bonds,” but by opening a space for the emergence
of new possibilities for thinking and acting. This space of appearance,
conditioned as much by natality as by mortality, is the topos in which
the individual—situated precariously between the singular and the
particular—comes to presence. The site of the individual’s appearance
is the one toward which (mo¶Ìt £k) thinking and acting must always
return if they are to temper their own hegemonic tendencies and culti-
vate an ability to respond in ways that do justice to the appearing of
things. Schürmann’s intense focus on combating the tragic denial that
annihilates the singular itself eclipses the perplexing appearance of the
individual at play in the space between singularity and particularity.
Here a comic denial can be heard in the way the preoccupation with the
tragic reinforces a long history of philosophy’s obsession with death to
the detriment of life.
Let us begin again, then, with Schürmann in order first to attend to
the manner in which the logic of domination at work in his narrative of
the origin of metaphysics suppresses the singular poetics of Aristotelian
thinking. To hear the duplicity of that beginning is already to begin to
feel the play of natality and mortality that operate together in each
new beginning. This will allow us to hear more clearly how
Schürmann’s analysis of natality in its relation to mortality in B r o k e n
Hegemonies opens the possibility of reading Aristotle’s thinking as
something other than the origin of an errancy. In Broken Hegemonies,
this other Aristotle is permitted to speak and it is Aristotle’s peculiar
way of speaking that allows the individual to appear between the
silence of singularity and the violence of particularity. Aristotle’s own
phenomenological orientation to the ways things are said allows the
things said to open a site in which the possibility of a certain justice
e m e r g e s .
2. Metaphysics as Poetic Fantasm 
Aristotle’s Physics is said to be the foundational book of western meta-
physics because it transforms the inquiry into the first beginnings
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(ä o u ̂  ÷) of nature into a search for causes. This shift covers over the
original sense of nature as c · p f t, a noun that retains its intimate link
to the verb c · b f k, “to come forth into appearance.” The attempt to artic-
ulate the beginnings of the dynamic event that is nature’s appearing is
eclipsed by an obsession with locating those causes that stand at the
beginning of a chain of responsibility capable of answering the meta-
physical question par excellence, “Why?” or afà q÷, “Through what?” For
Schürmann, the human fetish for fabrication perverts the inquiry into
origins by turning it into a search for causes. He puts it this way: “[I]t
is only because man first grasps himself as archi-tect, as initiator of
fabrication, that nature can in turn appear to him as moved by the
mechanisms of cause and effect” (HBA 100).7 Aristotle’s Physics i n t r o-
duces the four causes in order to account not merely for the sort of
change at work in human making, but, as Aristotle insists, for “every
natural change.”8 For Schürmann, the attempt to extend the model of
production to all natural change can be heard in the very examples to
which Aristotle appeals in establishing the material, formal, efficient,
and final causes, most of which are taken from the sphere of human
fabrication or action.9
The shift toward thinking nature in terms of human fabrication is
decisive for Schürmann’s account of the origin of metaphysics because
it illustrates how the model of production gives rise to an obsession
with causes that comes to color our understanding of action in general
and political action in particular. The drive to lead all principles of
being back to ultimate causes gives rise to the tendency to conceive
action in terms of ultimate rules and laws and to reduce politics to obe-
dience. Yet, to trace this trajectory in Aristotle from the Physics to the
P o l i t i c s, Schürmann leads us along a rather convoluted path too
quickly. He appeals first to that provocative and enigmatic passage at
the end of the Posterior Analytics in which Aristotle suggests that a
principle arises from perception in a manner similar to the way “a
reversal in battle is generated [d b k l j ù k e t] when one man makes a
stand, then another, then a another, until they attain a principle” (P o s t .
A n . II.19, 100a12–3). Taking this passage out of the context in which it
is found—namely, as part of an attempt to account for how the princi-
ples of demonstrations are acquired—Schürmann thematizes it as an
illustration of “the constitution of a principle for action” (HBA 39). He
goes on to insist: 
The entire army does not stop because two or three master their
fear but suddenly it obeys orders again and the activity of each
becomes again the action of all. Aristotle views command (ä o u ©)
imposing its order on the runaways just as he views substance, as
ä o u ©, imposing its unity upon the accidents. Such is the filiation
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between ousiology and practical philosophy. Both observations are
construed in relation “to the one.”
Yet the text of the Posterior Analytics speaks of a reversal in battle
“being generated” (d b k l j ù k e t), a term that evokes not the imposition of
order by a principle external to the order, but the coming-into-being of
order from within. Morphologically, the Greek verb d ÷ d k b p v ̂  f is a mid-
dle deponent, having an active voice only in the perfect tense.1 0 In it,
therefore, the force of the middle voice must be heard. Schürmann him-
self recognizes the middle voice as undermining the hegemony of a
dichotomous thinking that posits a simple disjunction between agent
and patient.1 1 Yet Schürmann’s own reading of the turning in battle sti-
fles the dimension of the middle voice that resonates in the deponent
verb. The example of the reversal, whatever its other limitations, does
not suggest that the army turns because it begins again to obey orders
from outside and above. Rather, an order comes into being from within
the army itself, as one of its organic parts turns, lending courage to
others. To read this text as an example of the imposition of a hege-
monic principle, and to put it in the service of an account of how the
principle of action is constituted, performs a double—we might even
say, duplicitous—violence: It at once abstracts the example from the
context to which it belongs and imposes upon it a reading dominated by
the trope of imposition. The reading is, quite literally, a fabrication. It
enframes the text, taking it as standing-reserve for a poetic fable about
the beginning of metaphysics as dominated by an obsession with pro-
d u c t i o n .1 2
The fable becomes fantasmic as the trope of imposition is imposed
first upon the fundamental, ontological relation between substance
(l ‰ p ÷ ̂ ) and its accidents, and then extended yet further to practical
philosophy in general by means of an interpretation of the pros hen
relation that is itself governed by an obsession with domination. If
Schürmann deploys the term “hegemony” to name the attempt to posit
a norm according to which a diversity of phenomena is set in order and,
further, if this thetic maneuver becomes a “fantasm” the moment it is
itself effaced, so that the hegemonic ordering may be legitimized as the
natural order of things, then perhaps Schürmann’s own reading of
Aristotle, which posits production as the law according to which the
Aristotelian corpus is set in order, can itself be said to be a hegemonic
f a n t a s m .1 3
And yet, there is in this story of beginning, as with every poetic
beginning, a certain instability that announces itself in the very
moment of its institution. To discern this instability, it will be neces-
sary to begin again with Aristotle, in order to attempt yet another
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beginning with Schürmann. Aristotle’s thinking does not consolidate
itself into a systematic totality of thought centered upon the single
experience of fabrication. Although there remains in Aristotle a ten-
dency to appeal to examples taken from “the region of manipulable
things” for heuristic purposes,1 4 Aristotle’s thinking is peripatetic and
phenomenological. He remains committed throughout to living in inti-
mate association with the phenomena of nature and his thinking is, for
this reason, itinerant. It will be necessary then, to follow a path of
Aristotelian thinking concerning the meaning of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ in order to discern
an itinerary guided more by a loyalty to the perplexing phenomenon
that is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ than by an attempt to impose upon it the structure of fab-
rication. Tracing this path of thinking will allow us to return to
Schürmann’s story of the beginning of metaphysics in order to discern
the extent to which another beginning is recognized but suppressed.
3. The Poetics of Aristotelian Thinking
Aristotle’s thinking is borne by a tension that gives it life; for it is a
thinking conditioned by a profound sense of what Socrates in the
P h i l e b u s calls “the entire tragedy and comedy of life” (P h i l. 50B). In that
text, the comic is associated with the exposure of pretense and, in partic-
ular, with the pretense of those who, unable to adhere to the Delphic
admonition, “know thyself,” become ridiculous by professing a knowledge
accessible only to the divine (P h i l. 48C–51A).1 5 The comic, then, like the
tragic, is a way of responding to the finitude that conditions life; but
unlike the tragic, which involves always a denial of ultimate conditions,
the comic is intent on exposing these conditions, celebrating them,
despite themselves, as the very conditions under which the possibility of
community unfolds.
The tension endemic to “the whole tragedy and comedy of life” at
work in Aristotle’s thinking can be heard already in the way he articu-
lates the situation that conditions philosophy as a search for truth: 
The investigation concerning truth is in one sense difficult, in
another sense easy. . . . So if it seems that we happen to be in the
condition of the common saying, “Who could miss the doorway?” in
this way it would be easy, but to have the whole in a certain way
[qÌ a~ Úilk qf ¢ubfk], and yet not to be capable of part of it, shows
the difficulty of it. (M e t. II.1, 993a30–993b7)
The path of truth is an open door. To miss the doorway is to close one-
self to the play of possibility that reveals the truth of things. And yet,
this openness, this playful accessibility, suggests another dimension of
the truth; for the door opens upon a certain limit. It offers access to the
whole, but only in a certain way (q f), for we remain always incapable of
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part of it, never able to grasp the totality. Aristotle gestures to this
incapacity with the little indefinite enclitic q f, perhaps the most impor-
tant and, indeed, playful word of the Aristotelian corpus. It injects
definitive statements with a dimension of uncertainty, a play of ambi-
guity, comic in its capacity to expose the pretense of authority. The
indefinite enclitic serves in Aristotle throughout as a reminder of the
tragicomic incapacity to grasp the whole, even as it affirms the attempt
to enter the threshold that opens onto the appearance of things.
Aristotle’s thinking lives largely along the limit of this threshold,
advancing always into the possibility of that knowledge all humans
desire (M e t. I.1, 980a21), yet returning ever again to the doorway, the
liminal site of the perplexing ambiguity of appearing. This dynamic of
advance and return can be heard in Aristotle’s own articulation of the
pros hen relation that orients his investigation into the meaning of
being qua being. He begins at the threshold, advancing cautiously
toward a principle capable of establishing a certain order without anni-
hilating difference. He writes: “Being is said in many ways, but point-
ing toward one [moÌt £k] and some one nature [j÷^k qfkà c·pfk] but not
homonymously” (M e t. IV.1, 1003a33–4). The approach is phenomeno-
logical: the attempt to attend to the many ways being is said in order to
discern a certain one, a common nature to which they themselves point.
Here the many ways being is said are heard to articulate something of
the truth of being as plurivocal. For Aristotle, language is not a vio-
lence that closes access to the singular, but a natural phenomenon that
opens us to the truth of things.
The truth of pros hen reference is heard in the way things are said.
For example, a diversity of things are called healthy in reference to
some one thing, namely, the healthy condition of an organic being.
Thus, medicine is related to a healthy condition by restoring it, exercise
by producing and maintaining it, the body by being receptive to it, and
a ruddy complexion by being a sign of it. The many ways being is said
point similarly to one source (ä o u ©), namely “substance,” or l ‰ p ÷ ̂ : 
For some things are called beings because they are l ‰ p ÷ ̂  f, others
because they are affections of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , some because they are ways
into l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , or destructions or deprivations or qualities or the pro-
duction or generation of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , or they are things said in relation
to l‰p÷^ or negations of any of these, on account of which it is even
possible to say that nonbeing is not being. (M e t. IV.2, 1003b6–10)
The assertive advance of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ seems here unimpeded even by the
strange appearance of non-being. This initial thrust appears to take on
a comic hubris when it is heard along with that famous sentence at the
beginning of the path of thinking that is the middle books of the
M e t a p h y s i c s: “And indeed, in earlier times and now and always the
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inquiry, indeed always the perplexity concerning what being is [q÷ qÌ
Ò k] is just this: what is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ ?” (M e t. VII.1, 1028b1–3). This shift from
the perplexity concerning being (qÌ Òk) to the concrete question, “What
is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ ?” when combined with the identification of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ as the one
nature toward which the investigation into being must be oriented,
seems initially to reinforce Schürmann’s insistence that l ‰ p ÷ ̂ n a m e s
the one hegemonic principle that sets all things in order.1 6 However, to
take this beginning of the inquiry into being as indicative of the overar-
ching structure that reveals itself in the end is to fail to traverse the
difficult path of thinking that leads to a dynamic apprehension of
l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , not as the product of manufacture, but as a living expression of
living being. If Aristotle orients the investigation into being toward the
one that is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , it will be necessary to hear the way in which this one
is permitted to retain a certain singularity and is prevented from enter-
ing completely into the universal that would render it particular.
Indeed, the introduction of pros hen reference was animated by
Aristotle’s recognition that being is not a universal genus, and so, if
there were to be a single science of being, another way of thinking
about the unifying nature of things would have to be delineated. Pros
hen equivocation was initially designed to suggest a way to think being
without subsuming the many ways of being under a single hegemonic
universal principle.1 7 It offers Aristotle a way of articulating the man-
ner in which a diversity of phenomena enter into community with one
another without sacrificing their unicity.
By orienting his investigation into being qua being toward the one
nature that is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , Aristotle embarks upon a circuitous path of think-
ing that, however complex, can be traced by attending briefly to two
moments of turning in which the question, “What is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ ?” is itself
transformed. The first moment of turning comes in chapter 17 of
M e t a p h y s i c s VII, which Aristotle explicitly marks as an attempt to
speak anew about l‰p÷^ “as though making another beginning” (M e t.
VII.17, 1041a6–7). Here the original ontological question—“What is
l ‰ p ÷ ̂ ?”—seems to have led to a series of impasses because it sought an
answer in some concrete entity, rather than looking for that according
to which each thing is one. Aristotle insists that l ‰ p ÷ ̂ escapes notice
“when the thing being sought is what is a human being, because one
states it simply and does not distinguish that these things are this
thing [Úqf qáab qÏab]” (M e t. VII.17, 1041a32–b2). The new beginning
Aristotle suggests involves, then, a shift in perspective that requires a
transformation of the sort of question being asked. The what-question
is no longer sufficient; instead, what must now be sought is “why the
material is something.” Aristotle continues, appealing first to an exam-
ple from the region of fabrication, moving then to a living example: “So,
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why are these things [q ̂  a ÷] a house? Because the what it is for the
house to be inheres. And this here [q l a ÷], or this body [qÌ p¬j^ ql„ql]
holding itself this way, is a human being. Thus, the cause of the matter
is sought by which it is something, and this is the form [b fl a l t]. But this
is l ‰ p ÷ ̂ ” (M e t. VII.17, 1041b4–9). This new beginning reveals the b fl a l t
as that which accounts for the matter’s being held in a certain way
such that it becomes whatever it is. This leads Aristotle to distinguish
the material dimension of the individual from its form, calling the for-
mer an element and the latter an ä o u ©, or “principle” (M e t. VII.17,
1041b16–33). 
This shift from the what-question to the why-question, with its
appeal to the example of the house, seems to reinforce Schürmann’s
insistence that Aristotle’s conception of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ fetishizes fabrication,
reducing the inquiry into being to a search for causes that ends ulti-
mately in the positing of the form as the ultimate principle of order.
However, even as Aristotle attempts here to speak l ‰ p ÷ ̂ anew, a prolif-
eration of demonstratives—q á a b, q Ï a b, q l „ q l—anticipates yet another
beginning, one oriented by yet a third kind of question. The demonstra-
tives themselves demonstrate the extent to which Aristotle’s thinking
remains oriented to the being of concrete beings. The demonstratives
literally point, again and again, to the site of ontological encounter that
conditions the very appearing of l ‰ p ÷ ̂ . Thus, the proliferation of
demonstratives anticipates already the extent to which the causal
account will need to give way to a more phenomenological orientation.
Ousiology is not aetiology, but phenomenology.
The end of M e t a p h y s i c s VIII prepares the way for yet another begin-
ning. There Aristotle translates the distinction between matter and
form into the more dynamic vocabulary of a · k ̂  j f t and † k ù o d b f ̂ ,
“potency” and “being-at-work.” He suggests that those who seek a cause
of being in some thing beyond the being in question are misguided: 
But as was said, the ultimate matter and the shape [j l o c ©] are
the same and one, the former as in potency, the later as being-at-
work, so that seeking the cause of their being is like seeking what
the cause of one thing is; for each is a certain one [£k dáo qf £h^p,
q l k], and that which is in potency and that which is in activity are
somehow one [£k m¿t †pqfk]. (M e t. VIII.6, 1045b17–21)
The enclitic pronoun q f, a “certain,” and the enclitic adverb m s t, “some-
how,” announce an indefiniteness at play in the being of the one. As
potency and being-at-work, matter and form are each a certain o n e ;
nevertheless, they are together s o m e h o w one. An ambiguity of unicity
emerges here that destabilizes l ‰ p ÷ ̂ , forcing Aristotle to consider the
perplexing question: h o w are these two one? The what-question gives
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way to the why-question, which now turns out to be the phenomenolog-
ical question as to how l ‰ p ÷ ̂ shows itself as one.
Aristotle pursues a response to this question in terms of a·k^jft a n d
† k ù o d b f ̂ , suggesting ultimately that these terms cannot be understood
on the model of a conception of motion (h ÷ k e p f t) bound up with the
paradigm of production. In M e t a p h y s i c s IX, Aristotle delineates the dif-
ference between motions, like house building, that have their ends out-
side of themselves, and actions (m o á g b f t), like living, that have their
ends in themselves in order to suggest that the being of l‰p÷^ is itself a
moâgft with its end in itself (M e t. IX.6, 1048b18–35). As such a m o â g f t,
l ‰ p ÷ ̂ names a dynamic activity in which the being-at-work of a being
does not relinquish its own potency-for-being. Such beings embody the
living activity of possibility that Aristotle names qÏab qf, “this some-
thing,” or “a certain this.” Here the demonstrative q Ï a b articulates the
irreducible singularity of that which presents itself, while the indefinite
q f shatters the hermetic isolation of the singular, calling it into commu-
nity with others. The qÏab qf expresses the individual as such. No
longer singular, but not yet particular, the individual gives itself to
articulation even as it retains something of an irreducible unicity. 
Schürmann’s account of hegemonic principles and the beginnings of
metaphysics covers over the precariously situated individual that is the
qÏab qf. The individual is eclipsed by the division of phenomena into
irreducible singulars destined to be violated by the “brutal syntax” of a
language that forces concepts upon them, and mere particulars, thor-
oughly dominated by the universals that rule over them (BH 19–20).
Yet, the dynamic poetics of Aristotle’s thinking lingers on the site of the
playful appearance of the individual, the beginner who lives as condi-
tioned by its end. His thinking is able “to linger on the site in which we
live” precisely because it refuses to deny the tragic limits that press in
upon it, even as it attempts to articulate the truth that emerges there
(BH 3). It is no surprise, then, to find Schürmann encountering the
poetics of Aristotelian thinking as he develops the distinction between
natality and mortality in the initial stages of Broken Hegemonies.
4. The Play of Natality and Mortality: The Appearing of the
I n d i v i d u a l
Let us begin again, and now for a final time, by returning to the
moment at which Schürmann articulates the ontological traits of natal-
ity and mortality. This distinction was said to remain caught in a meta-
physical logic of dichotomy that prevents Schürmann from discerning
the precariously situated individual who appears somehow between the
anarchic singular and the subsumed particular. The metaphysical
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undertones of this dichotomy can be felt in the way it repeats the long
tradition of privileging mortality, death, and the tragic over natality,
life, and the comic. Yet in the same breath as Schürmann posits this
dichotomy he is careful to describe his project as testing the suspicion
“that death joins life without, however, forming a tandem with it, that
it does not reflect life symmetrically nor oppose it with a determinate
negation” (BH 23). Natality and mortality must be permitted to enter
into an inherently unstable community, without the one being permit-
ted to dominate the other, and yet without the two consolidating them-
selves into a stabilized whole. The moment Schürmann’s thinking feels
the pull of metaphysical theticism, the powerful subsumptive force of
the one, it responds with a “dispersive counter-strategy” that intention-
ally posits difference in an attempt to undermine the hegemonic
authority of the principle of unity itself (ibid.).
Schürmann’s is a thinking soberly bound to a ravaged site. “What if,”
writes Schürmann, “the common and the singular both bind us—then
is it not rather that we inhabit a ravaged site?” (BH 16). Yet, to inhabit
a ravaged site is to feel the tragic weight of singularity along with t h e
comic desire for community. To be assiduously bound to such a site is to
be ravaged a n d enrapt. It is to refuse to sacrifice the play of the comic
upon the alter of the tragic; it is to hear in the call to community not
only the annihilation of singularity, but also the allure of possibility,
not merely the hegemonic operation of dominating principles, but also
the injunction to respond to the appearing of the individual in ways
that open a “network of potentials” within which justice first becomes
p o s s i b l e .1 8
The very attempt to articulate the meaning of natality in its relation
to mortality implicitly drives Schürmann back to the beginning of
metaphysics to expose its duplicity. Turning again, then, to Aristotle,
Schürmann hears more acutely the power of those little, playful words
Aristotle deploys as signifiers of his own profound appreciation of the
ravaged site of enrapture that conditions his thinking. In referring
again to the pros hen relation, Schürmann points to a passage in which
the indefinite pronoun q f appears modifying the pros hen formulation
itself, rendering it ambiguous, as if to undermine its capacity to consoli-
date at the very moment of its articulation.1 9 Emphasizing the signifi-
cance of the indefinite, Schürmann says, “the q f serves to muddle the
concept, making it into an indirect description” (BH 20).2 0 It seems,
then, that language is capable not only of a violence that annihilates
the singular, but also of a poetic response that does some justice to that
remainder that does not enter completely into the concept. The singular
remains somehow accessible to a poetic saying riveted to the ravaged
site of rapture. 
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Thus, as always, there is more to that little word q f than at first
appears. For it marks the trace of an individuality Schürmann does not
think even if his thinking opens the enigmatic space of its appearing.
The qÏab qf is a poetic articulation of the individual as ravaged and
enrapt. It is ravaged because bound on one side by the singularity it
must relinquish to enter into community and on the other by the par-
ticularity that seeks to consume it. Yet, it is enrapt because exposed to
a double bind that frees it for the possibility of connection. If, however,
community is not to devolve ever and again into the politics of domina-
tion, the capacity to think, act, and live as conditioned by natality and
mortality at once will need to be cultivated by habits of thinking and
acting—indeed, by habits of speaking attuned to the poetic duplicity of
beginnings. With the qÏab qf the political significance of the pros hen
relation is transformed, for a thinking and acting directed toward such
an insistently ambiguous one would need to operate with a heightened
awareness of its own hegemonic tendencies; it would need to learn a
certain poetics: the ability to respond to the duplicitous appearing of
things in ways that do justice to duplicity and open new possibilities for
c o m m u n i t y .
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